Moving governance from compliance to leadership
Governance Assessment and Reporting
Making good governance great governance

Given changes in legislation and international governance trends, the importance of good governance is continually being brought into focus. In today's market, organisations are required to hold their governance practices up for public scrutiny. Organisations need to instil confidence in their shareholders, investors and other stakeholders, in terms of quality management, through the demonstration of the right balance of skills and structure. To accomplish this, boards and management require a complete knowledge and understanding of current governance rules and best practices.

How PwC can help you

PwC assists boards and management in accomplishing effective corporate governance by reviewing their current governance practices and comparing these to relevant rules and best practices, as well as recommending changes where gaps are identified. Due to differences and dynamics between organisations, our services involve specific tailoring for each organisation, in meeting their specific needs and values.

Our range of governance services includes the following:

- Governance structure evaluation
- Structuring interaction between the board, its committees and executive management
- Development of board charters and committee terms of reference
- Board and Director evaluation
- Governance assessments (e.g. King Code, Companies Act requirements)
- Governance reporting
- Review and development of ethics programmes
- Stakeholder engagement
- Governance framework development and implementation.

Our value proposition

PwC provides you with the tools to ensure the effective governance of your organisation, helping you in turn to manage risk, return and reputation.
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